Abstract: We propose here an algorithm that decides whether a state of an in nite graph de ned by a graph grammar satis es a given formula of the alternation-free -calculus. We rst show how graph grammars enable to nitely represent in nite transition systems. In particular, a connection is made between a state of the graph grammar and the states of the in nite graph it represents. We then present succinctly the syntax and the standard semantics of the -calculus. A non-standard semantics, called assertion-based semantics is then proposed. That semantics makes possible to reduce the study of the semantics of an in nite graph to parts of that graph by using correct assertions. Our algorithm then determines transformers, for each state of the graph grammar, which, given the context, expressed by an assertion, of a state of the graph represented by a state of the graph grammar, decides whether a given formula is satis ed by that state of the graph, or not. 
Introduction
Model-checking is a widely used method for the veri cation of distributed systems. In this approach, the overall behaviour of a distributed system is modelled as a labelled transition graph whose vertices represent the global states of the distributed system, and whose transition relation speci es the possible evolutions of the system. On the other side, the property to be veri ed is often expressed as a temporal logic formula, and model-checking then determines, whether the given transition system is a model of the formula under consideration. Until recently, model-checking was only applied to nite-state systems. However, newer decidability results indicate that model-checking can also be used for the veri cation of certain classes of in nite-state systems. In a seminal paper, Muller and Schupp MS85] showed that the (in nite) pre x transition graphs of pushdown automata have a decidable monadic second-order theory. This result was further strengthened by Courcelle Cou90] who proved the same result for the strictly larger class of regular (or equational) graphs, i.e. graphs de ned by a deterministic graph grammar. Consequently, every temporal logic which can be embedded in monadic second order logic is also decidable for these classes of in nite-state systems.
However, from a practical point of view it is worthwhile to develop model-checking algorithms which deal more directly with the formula of interest instead of with some encoding of it. The rst iterative model-checking algorithmof this type which decides the alternation-free -calculus for context-free processes, i.e. pre x transition graphs of context-free grammars, was proposed in BS92]. Their approach was further elaborated in subsequent work, and has led to a local variant HS93], as well as to an extension for the larger class of pushdown transition graphs BS95]. Other approaches were taken by Bouajjani et al. BER94 ], who use PCTL, an extension of Computation Tree Logic with Presburger arithmetic, enabling to express non-regular properties of the distributed systems, and Purushotaman Iyer PI93] , who uses automata-based methods for the veri cation of Linear Time Logic formulas.
While most of this research was done in the framework of process algebras, we are mainly interested in the model-checking of communicating nite-state machines (for short CFSMs), i.e. distributed systems described as nite-state automata communicating by messages through FIFO queues. Basing on a semi-decision procedure for the in nitude of CFSM transition graphs presented by J eron JJ93] we are currently developing a test which will enable us to extract, for certain CFSMs, a graph grammar representing the in nite transition system of the associated CFSM QJ96] .
A rst step toward the veri cation of such regular graphs is the model-checking algorithm of QJ95] which veri es CTL formulas for in nite-state systems de ned by a restricted subclass of graph grammars. In this paper, however, we adapt the methods of BS92, BS95], notably second-order semantics, to the whole class of regular graphs thereby developing a model-checking algorithm which decides the alternation-free fragment of the -calculus.
The simple fact that vertices which appear only once in the graph grammar (called representants) may be rewritten in nitely often in the regular graph (yielding instances) prohibits the e ective usage of standard semantics. Thus, instead of considering directly the truth value for each vertex of the regular graph, the key idea is to associate with each PI n 995 representant a property transformer which, given the context of an instance, yields its truth value. The e ectiveness of the method follows from the regular structure of graphs de ned by graph grammars, since we have to take into account only nitely many di erent contexts for each representant.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce graph grammars in order to represent in nite transition systems, and we make explicit the relation between vertices of the in nite graph, and the vertex of the graph grammar that represents them. In the following section, we present the temporal logic we use, the alternation-free -calculus. Subsequently, we introduce assertion-based semantics, which enable us to reason about only a part of the in nite graph, by using assertions on the formulas satis ed by certain states. Then, we make precise the notion of semantic transformers that enable us to solve the model-checking problem of an in nite graph by using its nite representation, i.e. the graph grammar. Finally, we close the paper by a detailed presentation of our algorithm.
In nite Transition Graphs and Graph Grammars
In this section, we introduce labelled transition graphs as the type of process model we want to consider, as well as graph grammars which are used to nitely represent in nite state behaviour.
De nition 2.1 (Labelled Transition Graphs) A labelled transition graph (in short, LTG) is a triple T = (S; Act; !) where S is a set of states, Act is a nite alphabet of actions, and ! S Act S is the transition relation.
Henceforth, we write s a ! t for (s; a; t) 2!. Moreover, a transition graph is said to be nite if S and Act are nite.
In the remainder of the paper, we are particularly interested in in nite transition graphs which consist of a nite number of subgraphs composed in a regular way. Formally, these graphs are nitely represented by deterministic graph grammars.
De nition 2.2 (Graded Alphabet)
A graded alphabet L is a nite set of letters such that with each letter l 2 L there is associated a positive integer called the arity of l. Thus, L can be partitionned into sets L i , with l 2 L i if the arity of l is i. In the following, we x a graded alphabet L = f l 1 ; : : :; l q g with L \ Act = ;. De nition 2.3 (Hyperarcs and Hypergraphs) An hypergraph G is a couple (T (G); H(G)), where T (G) = (S G ; Act; ! G ) is a nite LTG and H(G) is a nite set of hyperarcs. An De nition 2.6 (Regular Graphs) Let G ! (M) be the set of graphs N for which there exists an in nite sequence of hypergraphs (G n (M)) n 0 , such that G 0 (M) = M, and for all n, G n (M) ) G G n+1 (M), with limit N = (S N ; Act; ! N ) where:
S N = f s j 9i; s 2 S G i (M) g ! N = f (s; a; t) j 9i; s a ! G i (M) t g Since G is deterministic, G ! (M) has a single element up to graph isomorphism, called the regular graph generated from M by G. Finally, we call a graph G regular if there exists a graph grammar G with initial graph G 0 such that G = G ! (G 0 ).
In nite transition graphs representable by graph grammars occur quite frequently in the framework of communicating nite state machines (CFSMs). Consider for example the CFSM of Figure 1 which models a ( awed) connect-disconnect protocol. The left automaton can demand the opening of a session, by emitting the message a (transition labelled ?a).
After reception of that message by the right automaton (transition labelled +a), either of the two automata can demand the closure of the session (transitions labelled ?b and ?c). All messages are received in the FIFO queues f 1 and f 2 , attached to each automaton.
Consequently, a global state of the system is a quadruple: the two rst components are the states of the two automata, while the two last are the contents of the FIFO queues. The reachability graph of that CFSM is given in Figure 2 . We have limited the graph to the part where FIFO queues have less than four elements, but, if we assume in nite queues, the graph is obviously in nite, and, moreover, can be represented by a graph grammar. The key for the veri cation of transition graphs represented by graph grammars is the ability to reason compositionally about each nite hypergraph occurring in the graph grammar. This approach is based on the underlying notion of cutting a transition graph into components which is formally de ned as follows. seam e z = f z 1 ; : : :; z n g into the components T 0 = (S 0 ; Act; ! 0 ) and T 00 = (S 00 ; Act; ! 00 ) if the following conditions hold:
1. S 0 S 00 = S, S 0 \ S 00 = e z, 2. ! 0 ! 00 = !, ! 0 \ ! 00 = ;, and 3. :9 s 0 2 S 0 n e z; s 00 2 S 00 n e z; a 2 Act : s 0 a ! s 00 _ s 00 a ! s 0 .
Intuitively, a separable LTG consists of two components which are glued together along a seam e z such that no transition sequence can lead from one part to the other without going through the seam itself, as illustrated by Figure 4 . Note, however, that transitions within the seam may belong to either component.
Applying this notion to the framework of graph grammars, we observe that, for each hypergraph G with hyperarc H = lz 1 : : :z n , G ! (G) is separable up to isomorphism along e z = f z 1 ; : : :; z n g into G ! (G n f H g) and G ! (H).
We close this section with some de nitions making precise the relation between the vertices and arcs of the graph grammar on one side, and the vertices and arcs of the regular graph on the other. We call H the calling hyperarc of s, the representant of s 1 , and G the associated hypergraph. When we want to emphasize that H is the calling hyperarc of a state s that appears in G m (G 0 ), we also write: s ; H G m (G 0 ).
The notion given above can also be extended to hyperarcs. We denote by H the calling hyperarc of an hyperarc H.
Moreover, we extend the de nition of the main representant to states and hyperarcs which appear in G 0 (G 0 ), by saying that the states and hyperarcs of G 0 are themselves their own representants. In that case, there is no calling hyperarc.
3 The -Calculus
In this section, we introduce the propositional -calculus Koz83], a powerful temporal branching time logic. It will be used as our speci cation language for expressing properties about the behaviour of in nite-state systems modelled by graph grammars.
1 Remark that is necessarily not a gluing state.
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Syntax and Standard Semantics
Let V ar be a set of countable variables, let X range over V ar. The syntax of -formulas is then given by the following grammar 2 .
::= tt j X j : j _ j hai j X: The symbols : and _ represents negation, and disjunction, respectively, while the symbol hai is a modal operator parametrized by the action a 2 Act. The formula X: is a recursive formula where the xpoint operator binds all free occurrences of X in . We impose a syntactic restriction on the body of X: : any occurrences of X in must occur within the scope of an even number of negations. This ensures the well-de nedness of the semantics of the xpoint operator. Furthermore, we will use the following standard abbreviations. We now present the semantics of -formulas in Table 1 . It is given with respect to a labelled transition system T = (S; Act; !), and an environment mapping variables to subsets of S, where S=X ] is the environment obtained from by updating the binding of X to S.
The semantic function maps a formula to a set of states for which the formula is said to be satis ed. We will also use the dual point of view, and associate to a state s, for a given formula , the set Sat(s; ) T of sub-formulas of which are satis ed at s. Those sets are called satis ability sets.
The syntactic restriction imposed on the body of xpoint operators ensures that the function which assigns ] ] T S=X ] to a subset S is monotone (cf. Cle90]). Hence, according to the Tarski-Knaster theorem Tar55], it has a least xpoint which gives the semantics of X: . Moreover, for closed formulas, the semantics is independent of the environment.
In general, -formulas may contain alternating xpoints which are mutually dependent. However, our model-checking algorithm will deal only with the alternation-free fragment of the -calculus in which it is possible to express the temporal logic CTL (see BS92] for a translation procedure). In section 3.3, we will consider a representation of -formulas which impose syntactically that they are alternation-free.
Assertion-Based Semantics
Standard semantics de nes the validity of a formula with respect to single states. However, in order to obtain e ective veri cation procedures for certain classes of in nite-state systems, this notion has to be adapted to the given nite representation. In the case of regular graphs, we observe that vertices which appear only once in the graph grammar may generate in nitely many instances in the graph G ! (G 0 ). Although these instances may have di erent truth values for the formula under consideration, it turns out that instances which occur in the same context satisfy also the same set of formulas. This observation leads to assertionbased semantics which allow to reason about partially given transition graphs where the behaviour of the unknown part, i.e. the context, is given by assertions.
De nition 3.1 ( -Assertion) Let T = (S; Act; !) be a labelled transition system. A -assertion is a partial mapping assigning sets of formulas M to states s 2 S, while the assertion set induced by with respect to a formula is the set of states de ned by ?1 ( ) = df f s 2 S j 2 (s) g. Intuitively, an assertion = s i j = M i ] n i=1 expresses that a state s i satis es exactly the set of formulas M i . This goal is achieved by considering the usual semantics of a formula for states not a ected by , while assuming at the same time that holds for all states ?1 ( ). The assertion-based semantics (ABS) of a -formula is now given in Table 2 . It is de ned with respect to a labelled transition graph T , an environment , and an assertion . To shorten notation, we have used S j as an abbreviation for (SnD( )) ?1 ( ). Satis ability sets, assigning sets of valid subformulas of a given formula to states of T , are then de ned in a similar way as for standard semantics.
In the remainder of the paper we need the following technical lemma, which allows to deal with assertion-based semantics when restricted to a subset of states. Lemma 3.2 Let T = (S; Act; !) be a labelled transition graph, and let S; S 0 be two subsets of S. Moreover, let be a -formula, and be an assertion. Writing 0 for the restriction of to S 0 , i.e. 0 = df jS 0 , we have:
In Bur95] it was shown that rst, the assertion-based semantics coincide with the classic semantics when the assertion is empty, and secondly, that updating an assertion for given states by the corresponding satis ability sets does not change the assertion-based semantics.
In the case of separable transition graphs, the assertion-based semantics allow to restrict the study of semantics in the whole graph to the study in the components by using correct assertions, as stated by the following theorem. 
Hierarchical Equational Systems
Even though the -calculus has a concise syntax, for algorithmic simplicity we will represent -formulas in equational form, thereby introducing a new variable for each subformula. A simple syntactic restriction on the mutual dependancies of variables will then ensure that there are no alternating xpoints. Intuitively, an equation X = represents a least xpoint, while an equation X = represents a greatest xpoint. An equational block B can then be interpreted as a simultaneous least or greatest xpoint according to the parity of B. Note, however, that the order of the equational blocks has a semantic consequence, due to the mutually recursive equations. Finally, the hierarchical condition implies that there are no alternating xpoints.
Semantics
The semantics of simple formulas are the same as in the \classical" presentation offormulas, whereas the semantics of an hierarchical equational system F = (B 1 ; : : :; B p ) wrt. a LTG T = (S; Act; !) is de ned in terms of the semantics of its blocks. Moreover, for any equational block B and environment , f T B; is monotonic with respect to this lattice and therefore, according to the Tarski-Knaster xpoint theorem, has both a least xed point, f T B; , and a greatest xed point, f T B; . In general, these may be characterized as follows. An hierarchical equational system F is said to be closed if every variable occurring in a right-hand side of some equation is a member of X. As for closed -formulas, the semantics F] ] of closed equational systems F does not depend on . Thus when F is closed, we omit reference to . Finally, we de ne the size of F, denoted by jFj, as the number of equations contained in F.
Irisa
The translation of a closed -formula into an equational system F proceeds by generating succesively equations for each subformula of . The parity is then determined by the closest surrounding xpoint operator. It can be constructed in time O(j j), and the size of the resulting equational system jFj is the same as j j. The semantics for the root variable X 1 of F gives then the semantics for . An optimized version of the translation operation is presented in CKS92] .
It is straight-forward to de ne assertion-based semantics also for a (hierarchical) equational system F. The interpretation of F with respect to some assertion is obtained by interpreting the simple formulas, the right-hand sides of each equation in F with respect to . Here, an assertion set does not assign sets of formulas to the states of T , but it assigns a subset of X.
In the remainder of the paper, we x a hierarchical equational system F.
Semantic Transformers
Now we raise the assertion-based semantics to second-order by introducing functions for each vertex of the graph grammar, called semantic transformers. These transformers allow to specify the validity of subformulas for every possible context where an instance of the vertex may appear. It turns out that contexts are expressed by assertions on the gluing states of right-hand side hypergraphs.
De nition 3.5 (Semantic Transformers) Let (lx 1 : : :x n G) be a rule of G, and be a vertex of G. Then we de ne, for each variable X 2 X, the (complete) semantic transformer ST X : (2 X ) n ! IB as follows. The inductive construction of regular graphs implies, however, that outgoing transitions of gluing states x represent only partially the behaviour of any instance of x. Hence it will be neccessary to de ne also partial semantic transformers which interprete modalities merely wrt. to the outgoing transitions of gluing states.
De nition 3.6 (Partial Semantic Transformers) Let (lx 1 : : :x n G) be a rule of G, and be a vertex of G. Then we de ne, for each modal variable X, the partial semantic transformer PST X : (2 X ) n ! IB by = haiX 0 at X s = pat X s . = a]X 0 at X s = pat X s . We now de ne partial algorithmic transformers pat X s which will play the same role than the partial semantic transformers. Those partial algorithmic transformers have to take into account the transitions issued from s because s is included in hyperarcs in G. They are also de ned for the gluing states of G. 
Fixpoint Iteration
As we consider a minimal block B, we compute the minimal xpoint of the constructed transformer scheme. This is done with a standard xpoint algorithm, outlined in Figure   5 . The central procedure compute xpoint updates the algorithmic transformers until consistency is reached. It uses two auxiliary functions: rhs delivers the right hand side term of a given equation of the transformer scheme; eval evaluates a term of the transformer scheme with respect to a given environment. After the xpoint computation, the algorithmic transformers of the states of G 0 indicates directly whether a given variable of B is satis ed in them. We use them for indicating whether X 1 is satis ed in s init . The complete model checking algorithm is summarised by the procedure solve. Let H 1 ; : : :; H n be the set of the hyperarcs of G which include s, and 1 ; : : :; n the states of the hypergraphs G 1 ; : : :; G n which are glued with s at the rewriting of the hyperarcs by the n rewriting functions f 1 ; : : :; f n . Denoting by S(H i ), for each H i , the set of states belonging to H i , we observe that the LTS G ! (G) is separable along S(H i ) into T 0 H i = G ! (G nH i ) and T 00
Assuming the partial semantic transformer yields true, we distinguish now whether this is due to a transition within G, or due to a transition within one of the n LTS T 00 
